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Main theorem.
Theorem. Let T be a self map on a bounded closed interval [a, b] with a, b e T( [a, b] ). Suppose that for all x, y in [a, b] , (1) \T
(x) -T(y)\ < (\x -T(x)\ + \y -T(y)\)¡2.
Then the midpoint of [a, b] is the unique fixed point of T.
Proof. Since ¿-a is uniquely maximal for \x-y\, T(a)=band T(b)=a. Then Jis nonexpanding only at x=£ and satisfies the conditions of our main theorem. Although 7" is not nonexpanding at any x in (0, 1) other than £, T, restricted to (0,1), is a nonexpanding self map on (0, 1).
When T is required to be continuous, the example cannot be so trivial. The above argument and therefore conclusions hold for any T which satisfies the conditions of our main theorem with a=0 and b={.
